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The BG News
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An Independent Student Voice

BRIEFLY
Inside
Masting the Sovlsti:

SeveraTstudents and faculty members involved in
the Global Warming class
return from a trip to the Soviet Union enlightened.
►See page 3.
Faculty Senate •lections today:

The candidates for
several Senate positions are
profiled.
►See page 4.
Falcons fly home:
Falcon sports return

home from spring trips.
►See page 7.

Campus
Ferrari to bo awarded:

Nomination forms are
now available at the FaculS Senate office, University
Dokstore, the Union information desk and the Personnel office for nominating
administrative staff members for the Michael R. Ferrari Award.
A criteria sheet for outlining those factors which
should be used in nominating individuals for the award is attached to the
nomination form. Nominations may come from faculty, staff and students.
A selection committee
meets during the summer
and a plaque is presented
before the fall semester begins.
Deadline for applications
is April 15,1991.
Dietetic scholarships
available:

The Toledo Dietetic Association is accepting applications for the Laura E. Heston Education Fund Scholarship.
Applicants for the $500
scholarship must be a junior
or senior nutrition/dietetic
student at the undergraduate level or a graduate student pursuing a degree
which will lead to eligibiltiy
for Dietetic Registration.
Applicants must also have
residence in the T.D.A.
area.
Applications are available from the college Dietetics Program Director.
Staff member lauded:
Prof. Mary Edmonds,

vice president for student
activities,
has been
named a
recipient
of a 1991
Ebony
RoseAward for
her contributions
to educaEdmonds
tion.
Sponsored by the Murtis
H. Taylor Multi-Services
Center, the awards are presented to women who have
made outstanding historical
contributions to the quality
of life in Mount Pleasant
neighborhoods and the
greater Cleveland community.

People
Look out, Letterman:

The woman who claimed
to be David Letterman's
wife and was arrested seven
times for entering his New
Canaan home has escaped
from a mental hospital in
Newton, Conn., authorities
said Monday.

Weather
Sunny and mild:

Tuesday, mostly sunny.
High near 50. Tuesday
night, clear. Low in the upper 20s. Wednesday, mostly
sunny and warmer. High
near 60.
compiled from local and
wire reports

USG orders Coughlin resignation
by Robert Davidson
staff writer

Undergraduate Student
Government demanded the resignation of President Kevin
Coughlin Monday night in response to a Standards and Procedures recommendation that he
step down due to "insensitive"
comments made in appointing a
vacant senate seat.
However, the resolution may be
moot if Coughlin vetoes the bill
and the assembly does not gain
two-thirds support when it comes
up for reapproval.
Coughlin had little reaction to
either Standards and Procedures
director Derek Dickinson's recommendation or the USG resolu-

tion and said he will not resign.
He maintains his actions can
only be reviewed by the president
of the University or the Board of
Trustees and regards the bill
passed by the assembly as an invalid attempt to expel him.
"[The assembly] has no legal,
ethical, or constitutional basis for
review," he said. "I have already
answered to all the charges made
against me by Mr. Steeves in the
Standards and Procedures hearing."
Jason Jackson, executive assistant to the president, said Coughlin plans to veto the bill and said
under the U.S. Constitution,
Coughlin does not lose the right to
freedom of speech, nor can he be
tried twice for the same crime.
USG internal affairs raised the

bill after Dickinson found Coughlin not guilty of discriminating
against Lesbian and Gay Alliance
FYesident David Steeves when he
appointed Phil Mercio to the assembly Jan. 28.
Dickinson did ask Coughlin to
resign though, because "uncontraoicted evidence" given to
hearing officer Tonia Stewart
showed Coughlin made "comments reasonable people would
consider insensitive."
He believes Coughlin was
wrong, as a representative of the
student body, to make remarks
about homosexual constituents.
USG Vice President Linda
Schnetzer was pleased with the
decision of the assembly to remove Coughlin.
"As far as I'm concerned, Ke-

vin's out of office," she said.
Schnetzer added she thinks it
was unfair of Coughlin to say the
assembly does not have the
power to put him out of office, yet
claims he does have the power to
take away her duties.
While the USG constitution
gives the power to the assembly
to expel the president by resolution, the president has the right to
veto any bill passed by the assembly.
This conflict of power has
several senators questioning
whether attempts to remove the
Eresident should have been made
y resolution or by a vote of expulsion.
"Internal affairs screwed up,"
said one senator. "This is a resolution, just like any other resolu-

tion and does not go into effect until the president signs it"
The internal affairs committee
began expulsion vote proceedings
Feb. 11 by telling Coughlin fie
would have to go before the assembly to provide a defense for
his actions, at which time he
could be removed from office by
a two-thirds vote.
The committee never set a date
for the hearing though, and instead proposed the resolution.
Steeves said he is happy the assembly has shown disapproval
with Coughlin's actions, even
though he may veto the bill.
"I didn't know if it was the
place of Stewart and Dickinson to
say he should resign, but the general assembly has every right to
decide," he said.

State agents bust BG bars Baghdad routing
Liquor control cites several for serving underagers
Kurdish rebellion

by Lori Miller and John Kohlstrand
staff writers

"Liquor control has promised they will be
back" and will have full cooperation of city
As University students fled police officials.

Bowling Green for Spring Break,
city police invited Ohio Department of Liquor Control agents to
town for a sweep of area bars and
carryouts.
The College Station, 1616 E.
Wooster St., and The Good Tymes
Pub, 154 E. Wooster St., were
both cited for serving underage
persons on Friday March 22.
Several individuals were cited by
the joint operation as well, police
said.
ODLC agents were called after
a News series "21 —Underaeing
in Bowling Green" detailed now
University students often get
served underage at local bars,
Police Chief Galen Ash said last
week.
Other reasons for the crack-

by Alex Efty
Associated Press writer

OUTSKIRTS OF DOHUK, Iraq

-- Bowling Green Detective Al Alvord • — Kurdish rebels on Monday redown include recent complaints
by residents and city officials and
the upcoming East Merry Mania
block party expected later this
month, according to Detective Al
Alvord, who helped coordinate
the effort.
Bar owners and underagers
need to understand that "underage drinking will not be tolerated," Alvord said.
The Good Tymes Pub was cited
four times: for sale to underage
persons, sale of beer to an intoxicated person, allowing improper
conduct by permitting intoxi-

cated persons on the premises
and allowing improper conduct
by permitting loud and profane
language.
The College Station was also
cited for allowing underage consumption, according to police reports.
Rumors that Good Tymes was
shut down by the ODLC; are false,
according to an employee there.
The Ohio Liquor Commission has
not set a date for a ruling on the
case, according to Patty Haskins
of the ODLC's Columbus office.
G See BUSTED, page 4.

treated on foot into their traditional mountain strongholds,
surrendering more urban centers
under a steady onslaught by Iraqi
loyalist forces.
Also Monday, Iraq said it captured documents proving the
complicity of more than one foreign government in unrest designed to unseat Saddam Hussein
and accused the United States of
92 "provocative" reconnaissance
flights last weekend.
Baghdad said its troops had retaken the cities Dohuk, Erbil and
Zahko.
Low on morale, frightened
refugees asked why President

Bush and his allies were allowing
Saddam to use artillery and helicopters to break the rebellion.
Why have they abandoned us
to Saddam? " refugees repeatedly
asked Western reporters.
Hundreds of thousands of
Kurds fearing government reprisals were fleeing by any means
possible into the mountains along
the Iranian and Turkish borders
turning roadways into ribbons of
humanity.
Many women and children
were forced to walk. Some lay on
the roadside without food or
water. Refugees camped in the
mountains without protection
from rainstorms and the cold.
In Washington. State Department deputy spokesperson Richard Boucher said heavy fighting
continued in northern Iraq.

City mourns BGHS student deaths
Residents of the Bowling Green
community are mourning the
death of four high school students
killed in a car-truck accident Friday evening on State Route 25
about five miles south of Bowling
Green.
The victims, all sophomores at
Bowling Green High School, were
Stephanie Sanders, 15; Tiina
Panksepp, 16: Margaret Quinn,
16;andKevinWolfe,16.
Three of the victims were pronounced dead on arrival at Wood
County Hospital, while Sanders
died later.
Another passenger in the vehicle, Sara Newlove, was treated at
Wood County Hospital and
released. Newlove, the only youth
wearing a seat belt, was the only
person not thrown from the twodoor Nissan.
Sara's father, University Board
of Trustee chairperson Richard
Newlove, said, "She's doing certainly as well as can be expected.
"The families of those four kids
have been very supportive of
Sara," he said. "I can't say
enough."
Newlove said Sara told the
sheriff's department all she could
remember, but some aspects of
the accident are foggy and may
never be remembered.
According to the Wood County
Sheriff's Department, the accident occurred at about 10:16 p.m.
when the car carrying the five
teenagers pulled in front of a
southbound truck driven by
Douglas Rath, 31, from Jerry
City.O.
Rath, a former University custodian, was life-flighted to St.
Vincent's Medical Hospital,
where he is listed in serious condition, according to the sheriff's
department.
Reports indicate Panksepp was
driving the car. She had only had
her driver's license for four days.
At the time of the collision,
Rath was being pursued by Officer James Thornberry of Portage
village. Rath had been timed in
Portage going 53 miles in a 25
mphzone.
Thornberry had his emergency
lights flashing, but the siren was
not on.
A lack of skid marks indicates
that neither Rath nor Panksepp
attempted to stop.
There were empty and
unopened beer cans in Rath's
truck, but he was not tested for

Services continue today, Wednesday for collision victims

Panksepp
blood alcohol content. There is no
evidence the youths had been
drinking and individuals on the
site who performed CPR said
they smelted no alcohol on the
students.
All the victims are from Bowling Green, except Wolfe, who is
from Rudolph.
Bowling Green Mayor Ed Miller said the entire city is being affected by the tragedy.
"The tour kids were all wonderful students," Miller said. "[The]
whole community is greatly saddened by it."
This accident stresses the importance of using a seat belt, he
said.
The state law requires front
seat passengers to wear a seat
belt, but it should be required for
back seat passengers to wear one
also, Miller said.
A somber mood prevailed at
the high school today, where
counselors were on hand.
"We're coping," said counselor
Carlton Schooley. "You simply
cope."
According to a statement
released by Principal Neal Allen
and Superintendent Richard
Cummings, "It has been decided
that school will be in session during this time and that school and
community counselors will be
available for any students feeling
a need to talk about how the incident has affected them."
A special memorial service has
• See ACCIDENT, page 5.

Quinn

Sanders

Wolfe

•/Jay Murdoch
According to police report*. Douglas Rath's truck was traveling approximately 55 mph when It struck
Tllno Panksepp's car broadside at the corner ol State Route 25 and rvtormill Road Friday night. Four
Bowling Green teenagers were killed In the accident.
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Editorial
Coughlin faces
right vs. might

have said they do not want to work with him another

day.

A leader without followers is no leader.
Through Monday's resolution, the USG senate is indicating that prejudices which have come to light since
Coughhn's election have shown him to be an inappropriate leader for the student body.
Everyone has prejudices of some kind, and our
leaders are no different. But Coughlin's own colleagues
have decided his prejudices have placed him out of
touch with the best interests of the student body.
A leader without followers is no leader.
Through Monday's resolution, the USG senate is indicating that prejudices which have come to light since
Coughhn's election have shown him to be an inappropriate leader for the student body.
Coughlin has been found innocent of committing discrimination, but has publicly admitted he harbors prejudice toward homosexuals. This is unfortunate, but
not punishable.
Having prejudiced attitudes can be overcome
through education. Yet, to silently allow a public official to continue "representing" the people after admitting such an attitude would be a celebration of ignorance.

This has not been a good semester for Kevin Coughlin.
The Undergraduate Student Government president
has been charged with mismanagement of funds and
discrimination, he lost his bid for a third term and now
he has been asked to resign by University officials and
his own General Assembly.
Coughlin was cleared of both the financial allegations and the charge that he allowed prejudice to determine a USG appointment.
The Student Affairs officials decided Coughlin did
not discriminate, but said it was quite clear Coughlin
harbored homophobic sentiments.
Because of such statements. Standards and Procedures recommended that Coughlin resign immediately
as the student representative. If Coughlin did not resign (he didn't), the USG General Assembly should call
for his resignation.
It appears Coughlin has no constitutional obligation
to resign. (No one really knows — the convoluted USG
constitution is the biggest loser in this sordid affair.)
While Coughlin may have no constitutional obligation to quit, Coughlin has a moral responsibility to end
his term as soon as possible.
Kevin Coughlin should resign.
Not only has the University asked him to step down, Sadly, the message is clear — buckle up or risk
your life.
but now the people who have worked with him all year

4

Buckling up'
a smart move

In 1989, 45,555 Americans died in car crashes, pushing the number to more than 500,000 since 1980, according to the Ohio Department of Highway Safety Fact
Sheet.
Ohio contributed 1,360 victims to that list —1,000 who
were not wearing seatbelts.
Friday night, a local tragedy claimed the lives of
four more victims when five Bowling Green High
School students were involved in a car accident. Only
one was wearing a seat belt — she is the only one alive
today.
The sophomores' names were added to an even more
alarming list. Forty percent of teenage deaths occur in
traffic crashes — the number one killer of youths.
Despite these alarming statistics, teenagers and
adults still are split on the idea of strapping in before
going for a drive.
As of last year, only 52 percent of drivers in the
United States (47 percent in Ohio) regularly wore seat
belts
Putting on a seat belt only takes a couple of seconds.
It really is neither a hassle nor uncomfortable. Most
importantly, seat belts save lives.
Between 1983 and 1989, seat belts helped 20,086 Americans escape from fatal injury from a motor vechile
accident.
Thirty-seven states, including Ohio, have made it illegal not to wear seat belts.
The question is when are more Americans are going
to realize it just isn't worth the risk not to wear seat
belts.
Please, buckle up and help save someone's life —
your own.

LETTERS
African history
course necessary

stressed.
Black History Month is important, but it is only 28 days. We are
students at the University longer
than 28 days and we will hopefully
live on this earth among each
other longer than 28 days. We, as
a university, should find a way to
implement this course, because a
month out of a year is not going to
make much of a difference if
there is not any means of reinforcing it.
Barbara Neal,
English/secondary education

Editor The News:
After reading the article concerning the request from the
Black Student Union to develop
an African Civilization course for
the history curriculum (March 21
issue), I began to wonder about
the response from the history department concerning the importance of the amount of work required to develop such a course.
Our country and the University
have just finished celebrating
Black History Month. Every
single day there seemed to be information promoting diversity,
acceptance and understanding.
Editor The News:
Last week a student said to me,
Everyone, of all ethnic and racial
background, spoke of how impor- "Prof. Breiner, last week I
tant African Americans have cheated on an exam and I deserve
been to the history of this coun- an 'F'. Would you please give me
an 'F'?" I was stunned. I said,
% the contributions made by "Sure." Do you criUcize the perAfrican Americans are as impor- son for cheating or compliment
tant as this campus would like us the person for admitting it?
to believe, then the process of deI've been teaching since 1973
veloping a course which would and I thought I'd heard everybenefit all of the students is thing. Here is a person of integnecessary. The amount of time rity. But his integrity is no less
and work that would be required thin the hundreds of students
would dim miserably in compar- who quietly go about doing their
ison to the amount of potential own work without cheating —
understanding to be gained by the without slipping.
students who would definitely
Sometimes those who do wrong
take this class. I am not trying to occupy our discussions to the
suppress the importance of time, point of our taking for granted the
research and money, but I feel it 98 percent who are people of inshould not be the deciding issue. tegrity.
Those are important elements, I
Rich Breiner,
Editor The News:
realize, but an important part of
IPCO instructor
I am writing in response to the
This was received 3/22/91
our world culture needs to be
series of articles The Newsdid on
underage drinking. I graduated
from high school in 1986 and I
missed the "grandfather clause"
by 13 days. All of my friends
could drink legally, so I drank il- An Independent Student Voice legally. When I got into college,
all of the people that became my
friends were older than me. so
Editorial Board
again I drank illegally. I could not
James A Tinker
legally consume alcohol until my
editor
fourth year in college. Did this
Jill Novak
Michelle Bank*
legal restriction stop me you ask?
managing editor
assistant managing editor
No.
John Kohlstrand
As your articles have pointed
city editor
out, nobody who is underage is
Charles Toil
Chuck Travis
going
to stop drinking if the only
editorial editor
editorial coordinator
reason to stop is the law. When

Honest students
taken for granted

die on foregin soil in war, but not
legally drink a beer? Why are
they fudged as an adult in some
areas when it helps the establishment and not given adult
one is 18 years old. one can vote, status when it comes to alcohol? I
get tried as an adult in any court, offer no answers to these quesget married, ioin the armed ser- tions; maybe someone out there
vices under his/her own consent can help me.
and males can get drafted (for
Aaron Masson,
those who say there is no draft,
secondary education
then why can you get thrown in
jail if you do not register? If there
was a need for it, there would be a
draft, but I digress). You can do
all these things under the law
when you are 18, but you cannot
go out and have a beer.
The 21-and-over law does not
stop a significant number of people from drinking, it just makes it
Editor The News:
harder for people 18-20 to drink. It
In response to Dean East's letdid not stop me and I cannot think
of one underage person who has ter to the editor (March 20 issue),
said to me, "No, I can't drink a I would like to offer my support
beer, it's against the law." These for his concern of the "grass Killfundamental questions must be ing" by some in the University
asked: Why is it that those in community. I would, however,
power have decided to give young like to suggest that Dean East
people only certain rights under also concern himself with the
the law and not others? Why can problems within his own "house'
18-20 year olds vote, get married, -.i.e., Jerome Library.

LETTERS (cont.)

Double standard
used in laws aimed
toward underagers

The BG News

Matthew A. Daneman
copy chief

Ivan Groger
copy chlet

Respond

The BG News Staff
Naws Editor
Sports Editor
Asst. Sports Editor
AaM. Sports Editor
Wlra Editor
AaM Wlra Editor
Pholo Editor
Maldar Editor
Maklar Aaat Editor
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Copy Editor
Copy EdKor
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Matt Schrodar
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The BG News editorial page Is your campus forum. Letters to
the editor should be a
maximum of 200-300
words in length and
should be typewritten,
double-spaced, and
signed.
The BO hews reserves the right to reKany material that
ffensive, malicious or libelout. All
submissions are subject to condensation.
Please address all
submissions to:
Editorial Editor
210 West Hall

Dean should focus
on library service,
not trampled grass

It is difficult to convince
someone to take the long path
when he has had to stand in line at
the Circulation Desk for 10
minutes waiting for the two student workers to figure out what
was going on. Where were the
staff? It is equally difficult to
convince someone not to take the
shortcut home when he has to
wait IS minutes — yes, IS minutes
— for a student worker to locate a
particular piece of microform.
Now that Dean East has
brought the worn path to our attention, I hope that he concentrates his efforts on making Jerome Library operate a little
smoother and lets the Physical
Plant take care of the lawn.
(P.S. I have never walked on
the soon-to-be "thoroughfare" in
question.)
Hollis Tarver,
doctoral fellow,
History Department
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Moscow hosts conference
\BG students discuss global warming with Soviet counterparts
by Morrella Raleigh
staff writer

A group of University students
and faculty members spent
Spring Break in the Soviet Union
j as part of an exchange with the
Mendeleev Institute, and one stu; dent has been offered a scholarship to attend the Moscowbased school.
The idea for an exchange resulted after a satellite teleconfer' ence with the Mendeleev Institute
was planned for April 20 as part
;
of a global warming course being
offered at the University this semester.
A group from the chemical
technology school visited the
University in January.
The purpose of the University's
trip was to have an educational
exchange and to learn of the problems facing both countries in
dealing with global warming.
"We came to agreater understanding of the difficulties in each
country," Environmental Health
Director Gary Silverman said.
The University students gave
presentations about global warming issues at Mendeleev.
Senior environmental health
major Michael Rolfes spoke on
"The interrelationship of global
warming, acid rain and ozone de-

" We found out that [the Soviets] are very
much concerned about environmental
issues. 1 just hope the University keeps
this exchange open because it's very
worthwhile."
-- Michael Rolfes, participant in exchange
pletion."
sightseeing.
"We found out that they are
"We got to see a lot of things,"
very much concerned about envi- junior chemistry major Marc
ronmental issues. I just hope the Harris said.
Graduate history students
University keeps this exchange
open because it's very worm- Kathren Brown and Rebecca
while," Rolfes said.
Mancuso-Schutt, Assistant ChemThe Mendeleev Institute of- istry Professor Robert Midden
fered Rolfes a scholarship for and Environmental Programs
Saduate studies in chemical Director and Physics and Astron:hnology. He is considering the omy Professor Thomas B. Cobb
offer.
also participated.
The group attended an opera
Three students from the Soviet and a circus and visited the
school will begin graduate studies Kremlin, but were kept away
at the University next fall.
from the demonstrations which
Silverman said the participants were occurring within the city.
also worked toward setting up an They also visited Leningrad.
undergraduate student exchange
between the two schools, and
Participants in the program
Breparatory work was d6ne for agree that meeting Soviet citile teleconference.
zens was a highlight of the trip.
"They're extremely friendly,
While in the Soviet Union, the hospitable and interested," SilUniversity group lived in the verman said.
school's foreign, student residence halls and were able to go
D See IXCHANOI, page 4.

Greenbriar Inc.
Summer & Fall Rentals
• Good Assortment of
rentals still available •
Stop in and check out
our special deals for
Summer ft Fall 1991

352-0717
224 E. Wooster

Concentration Lines

- mm/m """*"

-

Senior Mindy Dyer, a social work major, concentrates on painting within the sketched lines of a
church for a beginning oil and acrylic class project on Monday afternoon In the Fine Arts Building.
Dyer based the painting on a picture of a church from her hometown of Mansfield, O.

UniGraphics
211 West Hall
372-7418

To provide quality, professional
resume service lo the University
community at a reasonable price.
plus a $2.00 discount.'

OBJECTIVE:

PROFESSIONAL
QUALIFICATIONS: Ability to take typewritten copy or
diskettes and produce the sharpest-type
resumes available in Bowling Green.
Currently support MSWord, MacWrite,
MultiMate, Word Perfect. Some disk
conversion possible.

REFERENCES:

1

Your well-above-average roommate
who has already had one done here.

Bring in this ad for a $2.00 discount.
Offer expires August 10, 1991.

R.E. MANAGEMENT

Specializing in
Off-Campus Housing
Come In Today For A
Complete Listing Of
Available Housing For
Summer and Fall 1991
Get A Chance to Register
For A FREE Carribean
Cruise For Two!!
113 Railroad St.

WANTED!
BGSU's most qualified
students as
ADVERTISING SALES
REPRESENTATIVES
for

The BG News
If you are a self-motivated,
results-oriented person,
YOU
have the potential to be
one of the highest paid
students on campus.
All majors encouraged to apply.
Must have own car.
Applications and job descriptions
available at 214 West Hall.
DEADLINE: April 12. S p.m.

ACT NOW!! 352 9302
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Jerome plans expansion Faculty Senate seats sought
Candidates vie for vice chairperson, committee positions
of services and programs
by Emily Vosburg
staff writer

In an attempt to make the
research process more efficient
and convenient for students, Jerome Library is improving and
expanding its services and programing this spring.
National Library Week is April
15-19. Rush Miller, dean of Library and Learning Resources,
said in the past the library has not
promoted the week very much,
but this year the librarians have
planned a number of activities.
The major activity of the week
will be a Read-a-thon on April 18
from9a.m. to 11 p.m. "Each hour
is set aside for a certain kind of
literature," Miller said. "Celebrity readers will come in and
read a certain selection of their
choice."
Steve Allen, children's author,
!azz pianist, song writer and
ounder of The Tonight Show, will
be reading from 11 a.m. to noon.
Steve Mason and Diane Scribner, radio personalities from 93Q
in Toledo, as well as several ad-

ministrators from campus, will
read selections.
Various campus organizations
and businesses are sponsoring
the event at $60 per hour. "Already we've raised $300 more
than last year and interest in it is
high," Miller said.
Many improvements have been
made or are planned for the library in the coming months.
Miller said phones have been
installed on the 7th and 8th floors,
so in case of an emergency the
Circulation Desk can be reached
immediately.
The library is also improving
the browsing collection by adding
new paperbacks for recreational
reading. "It will be mostly novels
of various types," Miller said.
"We try to keep it up to date."
Miller said an endowment by
the class of 1982 keeps the collection funded and has allowed them
to buy more books and also nave
new shelving constructed by carpenters on campus.
In addition to physical improvements, the library is making technological improvements.
For example, a computerized

tour of the library is now available on Macintosh computers.
The tour, Miller said, was
created by reference librarian,
Laurie Sabol, and a computer
science 464 class taught by Walter Maner.
Sabol said, "It's very selfexplanatory. It's a tour and information guide of all eight floors
of Jerome Library, the science library, the career library and the
Great Lakes Center for
Research."

In order to make better use of
shelf space, automated compact
shelving units are being added in
the Popular Culture and Music libraries during the summer at a
cost of $250,000.
"Since Popular Culture has
closed stacks, its a logical place
to put this kind of shelving, Miller said.
"We'll gain some space in
areas where we have a little
crowding. It won't be very noticeable to the average person using this library, except that it will
be noisy and disruptive when they
are put in," Miller added.

BUSTED
Q Continued from page 1.
Also cited during the weekend
were:
■Judith Babcock, 227 Clay St.,
for open container in a motor vehicle.
■Mark Canterbury, Portage,
O., for underage consumption at
College Station.
■Michelle McKenzie, Bowling
Green, for open container In a
motor vehicle and underage con-

sumption.
■Nancy Rickles, Portage, O.,
for open container in a motor vehicle.
■Paul F. Barnes, 190 1/2 S.
Main St., for disorderly conduct
with persistence while intoxicated at Good Tymes. Barnes
was later taken to Wood County
Justice Center.
■Phillip Tennison, Bradner, O.,
for disorderly conduct with persistence while intoxicated at
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Good Tymes. Tennison is a bartender at the establishment.
■William J. Hammond Jr.,
Rudolph, O., for furnishing alcohol to a minor at College Station.
Alvord said the crackdown is
not a one-weekend effort.
"Liquor control has promised
they will be back" and they will
have the full cooperation of city
police officers, Alvord said.

by Aaron Dorksen

staff writer

Members of the Faculty Senate will be voting for 1991-92
officers at today's Faculty Senate meeting.
Three candidates are seeking
the position of Faculty Senate
vice chairperson, which is now
retained by Leigh Chiarelott,
firofessor of education. Chiareott will assume the responsibilities of chairperson in 1991-92.
After the vice chairperson
serves a term, that person automatically becomes chairperson for the next year.
Harold Lunde is the current
chairperson and will be return
to being a senator next year.
According to his letter of intent, Benjamin Muego, professor of political science said he

Robert Holmes, a political
science professor, is listed on
the ballot, but he has since decided he will not run for the position.
Evron Collins, library associate professor, is running unopposed for the position of Faculty
Senate Secretary. She is the
current secretary and the only
one who ran for the position last
year.
She said she would enjoy
serving another year.
"I think that Senate has a
very important role on this
campus and should speak as the
voice of the faculty and this
university," Collins said in her
letter of intent.
Faculty Senate members will
also be voting for Senate StandandCommittees and University
ing
Standing Committees for the
upcoming year.

Coffee hours 'tres' helpful
by Reshma Sayeed
writer

Cafe Conversation on Wednesday afternoons is the main capstone of the French House on
campus.
Cafe Conversation is every
Wednesday afternoon from 2 to
4.30 p.m. This is one of the activities of the French House, whose
purpose is to give American students an opportunity to listen to
French students.
Popularly known as "Coffee
Hours," Cafe Conversation is
open to everybody. However, it is

NONTRADITIONAL
STUDENT ASSOCIATION
Nominations for the offices
of
President, Vice President,
Secretary & Treasure
will be taken
April lst-5th
Please submit to 110c Moseley Hall
Voting
April

wants to run for vice chairperson for two basic reasons.
"I believe that I have both the
background and experience to
become a good chairperson and
I can help ensure continuity in
the Faculty Senate's approach
to key issues facing the faculty
as a discrete group," Muego
stated.
Allen White, theater professor, has been a member of the
Faculty Senate for the past
three years and said be has
Sained valuable insights into
le challenges facing the Senate which would make him a
good vice chairperson.
"I am confident that I am
qualified to lead the faculty in
working with the administration in promoting the academic
Eof the University
T education," White stated
application.

will be held
9 t h - 1 0 t h

more enjoyable to those with at
least some knowledge of French.
Karine Wenger, a graduate
student in mass communications
and a native French speaker,
gives an overview about French
culture to the guests at Cafe Conversation. Wenger also helps the
guests with their French grammar.
Wenger said the event is
financed by the French Department. Refreshments such as coffee, tea and cookies are served
during the conversation hours.
Mellnda Kindsvatter, a senior
music major, said it is imperative for her to study French since
the performance department
made this a requirement.
Kindsvatter said she has benefited greatly from the conversation hours, as it has improved her
French accent and also helped
her refresh her grammar.

The
Tanning
Center
Welcome Back
Spring Breakers!
20 visits for $40
10 visits for $25
5 visits for $15
1 free visit when you
purchase a package
at regular price.

3 convenient locations:
143 W. Wooster
248 I. MMl
993 S. Mill
We honor local
competitors lower
advertised prices.

Dianne White, also a regular at
the Cafe Conversation, said conversation hours give students a
chance to speak with the native
French speakers.
It also provides an environment
of France that could not be achieved in a classroom, White
said, adding it gave her an opportunity to learn more slang words
and colloquialisms, which was
almost an impossibility in a
classroom environment.
"During Cafe Conversation,
you get to learn about the French
more as individuals, rather than
as a whole. You get to learn their
culture and also what it is like to
be a French person. And it definitely helps improve your French
as you eel to improve your speaking ability," she said.
Joel Gallegos, a graduating
senior, is also a regular visitor
during Cafe Conversation.
"Cafe Conversation has been a
really good experience. It is casual and not at all like the teacherstudent interaction in a real
classroom environment. It is
more relaxed here and has helped
to improve my French. It is good
to speak to natives at a social
level," Gallegos said.
Gallegos intends to major in
French for his graduate work at
Bowling Green.
Wengell, who is the most active
during Coffee Hours, remarks, "Le Cafe Conversation,
e'est un feu de la France a Bowling Green!"
Translated into English, this
reads,"Coffee Hours are a little
bit of France in Bowling Green."

EXHANGE
Q Continued from page 3.
The American panelists who
will participate at the April 20
teleconference include Jerry
Mahlman, director of the Geophysical Gluid Dynamic Laboratory for the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration;
Jessica Mathews, vice president
of World Resources Institute; and
Rosina Bierbaum who works for
the congressional office of technological assessment. Also, the
rector of the Mendeleev Institute
may be a panelist.

The Office of Admissions
Would Like to Congratulate
Its New Tour Guides
John Asendorf
Christy Lightfoot
Roger McCarthy
Joe Barton
Lori Ann Mikesell
Jennifer Carter
Joel Conybear
Shannon Pak
Sara Parish
Rayna Cressell
Rob Patton
Tim Dadik
Dan
Skrovan
Adam Dill
Amanda Dine
Yvette Sobky
Lisa Springer
Tiffany Garman
Lori Walker
Melissa Green
Shannon Walker
Patricia Hanson
Carita Harrell
Danisha Ware
Stephanie
Wohn
Lynne Jones
Shawn Juenger
Lisa Woodruff
Robbie Killius

Fast food chains cleaning up act Officials recruiting
Recyclable materials, less packaging reduce waste products
by Thomas W. Kelsey
staff writer

Targeted during the past decade by environmentalists because of their wide use of styrofoam containers and excessive
packaging, the nation's fast food
corporations continue to search
for solutions to their wastemanagement dilemma.
According to Sharon Schleter,
vice president of Michel Corporation, a public relations firm for
area McDonald's restaurants, the
world's largest hamburger chain
has begun "phasing out completely the polystyrene" box encasing many of the sandwiches
sold at the franchises.
Schleter said the McDonald's
corporation initiated the use of
the Styrofoam packaging in 1976
after a study concluded polystyrene materials were in fact
more recyclable than paper materials.
Detailed in a consumer pamehlet distributed by McDonald's,
le study concluded "when using
paper or paperboard for food use,
it is necessarily coated... making
it a 'mixed material' and therefore virtually unrecyclable".

Schleter added the foam packaging does not emit chloroffuorocarbons (CFCs) and that polystyrene material is 100 percent recyclable.
However, because the substance fails to decompose in the
wastestreams, she said the hamburger chain responded to pressure from environmental organizations, resulting in the discontinuation of the clam-shaped
sandwich boxes.
Gayle Pearson, coordinator of
Bowling Green's recycling
center, said she questions the
corporation's move from polystyrene to paperboard.
"I don't understand why
[McDonalds] is going to the plastic coated fiBerboard, she
said."The coated paper has no
recycling potential ... you can't
put [the coated paper] into a
Siper recycling bin because of
e wax coating."
Schleter contends that fast food
restaurants have been wrongly
labeled as major contributors to
the waste problem.
There is a need for the' 'general
public to educate themselves on
environmental issues," she said.
She emphasized that waste
products from all the fast food

restaurants total less than one
auarter of one percent of garbage
limped in the nation's landfills.
Since its inception in 1968, the
Wendy's corporations has managed to sidestep the problems of
non-biodegradable packaging.

on everything from soft drink mix
containers to drinking straws.
"We used to have our soft drink
mix delivered in cardboard containers," she explained. "Now we
pump the syrup directly from the
trucks into the [restaurants']
reusable tanks."

According to Laura Dene, a
Hoping to reduce wasteproConsumer Relations Specialist
for the number three burger ducts at the source as well, Dene
chain, the company has con- said the Wendy's corporation has
sistently used biodegradable been "teaming up with suppliers
to redesign packaging.
wrappings for their sandwiches.
"We have eliminated over one
Dene emphasized that the assortment of paper products used million pounds of waste by reducby the Wendy s corporation is ing packaging for mustard,
largely made up of recycled ma- mayonnaise and pickles," she
explained.
As of date, Burger King is
"Our napkins, trayliners, carry-out bags and corrugated ship- working on a consumer package
ping containers are all made to inform the consumer of its recycling efforts.
from recycled paper," she said.
According to Pearson, Burger
Because of the need to reduce
packaging, both McDonald's and King's efforts have been evident
Wendy's nave worked with sup- in the Northwest Ohio area.
pliers and distributors, redesigning packaging materials.
"A number of [Burger King]
drive-throughs in Toledo have
According to Schleter, McDon- jeen using carry-out bags manuald's reouires their suppliers to factured from newspaper," she
reduce the amount of packaging said.

for BG city's party
by Jacqueline Porter
staff writer

Mayor Edwin Miller and Municipal Administrator Colleen
Smith are actively recruiting
students to help in the organization of the city-sponsored party in
April.
The two announced at the City
Council meeting Monday they
will be visiting apartments on
East Merry and Frazee Avenues
late this afternoon.
They will be encouraging the
residents of the area to participate in the organization or the city-sponsored party to take place
Friday, April 26th in the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom, said Smith.
"We will be walking door to
door and personally inviting the
students who live in that area to
help to plan the city-sponsored
party," Smith said.
If the students are not in their
apartments at the time of the
visit, a letter inviting them to
participate will be dropped off,
she said.
Smith said she hopes the
Elanned party will be an enjoyale alternative to the annual

block parties.
"Whether or not this [planned]
party takes place is up to the students," she said. "To ensure the
party meets your expectations,
we encourage you to join in the
planning of the event," she said.
If students want to participate
in the planning of the event, they
are encouraged to contact Undergraduate Student Government, she said.
Although the party will not involve alcohol, Smith thinks the
event will still be enjoyable to
students.
"We encourage you to give it a
try," she said.
She asked if students do choose
to have their own party however,
to be smart about it.
"We do request if you decide
not to come to the party and are
having your own, to conduct
yourself in a responsible matter
and to have concern for your
neighbors," she said.
"It is not our intent to ask students not to have their own parties," she added.
* **
The Interfratemity and PanD See COUNCIL, page 6.
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; Continued from page 1.
been planned for Thursday evening at 8 in the high school gym.
■Tiina Panksepp, the daughter
of University psychology professor Jaak Panksepp ana Sara
Shilts-Lustig, was a member of
the track and gymnastics teams
and a cheerleader for the basketball and football teams. She was
also a member of the German
club.
Funeral services for Panksepp
will be private and there will be
no visitation. Contributions can
be made to the Wood County unit
of The American Cancer Society.
■Margaret "Maggie" Quinn,
the daughter of John and Jane
Quinn, was an office assistant, a
member of the pep club and an
honor student.
Her father is a teacher at Bowling Green High School and a
former city council president.
Visitation for Quinn was Monday in Dunn Funeral Home. The
funeral service will be 2 p.m. today at the First Presbyterian
Church.
■Stephanie Sanders, the
daughter of Thomas and Pamela
Sanders, was interested in art
and had won several awards for
her art projects. She was also a
part-time waitress at Pisanello's
Pizza.
Visitation will be from 3 to 5
6m. and 7 to 9 p.m. Tuesday in
e Deck-Hanneman Funeral
Home. The funeral service will be
at 2 p.m. in Trinity United Methodist Church Wednesday.
Contributions can be made to
the St. Vincent Retna Center in
Toledo.

■Kevin Wolfe, son of Robert and
Karen Wolfe, was an AllNorthem Lakes League scholarathlete and a member of the football, basketball and baseball
teams.
Visitation for Wolfe was Monday in Dunn Funeral Home. The
funeral service will be 10:30 a.m.
today at the St. Thomas More
University Parish.
Contributions can be made to
BGHS Bobcat Boosters.
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Elsewhere
U.S. companies linked to Iraq
by Marry Gordon
Associated Press writer

WASHINGTON - The Treasury Department said Monday
two American businesses are
among 52 "front" companies it
has identified as part of Saddam
Hussein's worldwide financial
and arms trading network.
One of the companies had an
operation in Solon, 0.
The department also named 37
individuals, none based in the
United States, whom it said acted
as middlemen for the Iraqi
government in using the companies to hide billions of dollars
that Saddam's family skimmed
from Iraq's oil revenues.
The front companies were used
to buy weapons, tools, spare parts
and raw materials for Saddam's
war machine, officials said.
The Treasury said U.S. companies and citizens are prohibited

from doing any business with
Iraqi front companies and
middlemen without the department's permission. Convictions
of violating the prohibitions could
mean criminal penalties of up to
12 years in prison and $1 million
in fines.
Civil penalties of up to $250,000
also may be imposed, the Treasury said.
"We want the network exposed
and we want it neutralized,"
Treasury Deputy Secretary John
Robson said at a news conference. "We are putting the world
on notice that when you deal with
them, you deal with Saddam."
Robson added there are "many
more cases that are under investigation," but he declined to
give details.
The two U.S. companies are
Bay Industries Inc., an engineering firm in Los Angeles, and
Matrix Churchill Corp., the
American machine tools subsi-

diary of a British corporation.
There were no answers to repeated phone calls to Bay Industries in Santa Monica and no
immediate comment from
Matrix Churchill.
Treasury agents seized Bay Industries' assets on March 22,
along with those of Anees Wadi
and his wife Shamsaban alii ayderi. Wadi controls Bay Industries, and the government alleged that all three had helped
Saddam procure arms for Iraq.
The government shut down
Matrix Churchill's Solon plant
last September while the U.S.
Customs Service investigated allegations that it was involved in
arms shipments to Iraq.. The
plant was a front for Saddam to
disguise the flow of technical expertise and items from the United
States to Iraq.
Solon Mayor Robert Paulson
said he never knew the company
existed until agents seized its of-

fices.
"They were not involved in the
Chamber of Commerce and we
didn't know a single employee
who worked there," he said.
"They were tucked away back
there, doing their own thing, until
the feds stepped in."
The Treasury also listed Iraqi
Airways offices in Los Angeles,
Southfield, Mich, and New York
City as being among the front
companies. It has been illegal for
U.S. citizens to fly on Iraqi Airways since President Bush instituted an embargo and asset
freeze against Iraq following its
invasion of Kuwait last Aug. 2.
The Treasury named 49 other
Iraqi front companies, more than
30 of which are based in Britain.
Others are in Egypt, Brazil,
Germany, Italy and Honduras.
Robson said cooperation from
friendly foreign governments had
been "good, but he declined to
be specific.

U.S. wage increase Anti-abortion bill
'minimal' to many vetoed to prevent
~ 'misuse of power'
by Karen Ball
Associated Press Labor Writer

The federal minimum wage rose to $4.25 an hour on Monday, a
45-cent-an-hour increase that will bolster the paychecks of at least
three million Americans.
Some low-wage workers say it still is not enough to live on.
"Does it help me? — no. I've got another kid coming and it's not going to help me," cashier Cam Thompson said Monday from behind the
counter of a Taco Bell in Jefferson City, Mo.
Thompson, who is expecting her second child in May, said the raise
from the previous minimum wage of $3.80 an hour won't make things
any easier. She said she can't afford to return to Taco Bell after she
has the baby.
At an Exxon gas station in Nashville, Term., cashier Dequila Howard said she already made 10 cents an hour more than minimum
wage. Her salary was increased to $4.35 an hour as of Monday, but she
said she still moonlights, working three hours a night at a bar to make
ends meet and support her children.
"I think it should have gone up more, I've got so many bills," she
said of the $18-a-week increase.
For Jeff Harper, 20, of Charleston, W. Va., who is working at two
fast-food chains andplans to get a third job at a toy store, the increase
won't make much difference.
"You still can't live on it," he said as he rang up customers at an
Arby's.

by Bob Moen
Associated Press writer

BISMARCK, N.D. - Gov.
George Sinner on Monday vetoed
what would have been the
strictest anti-abortion bill in the
nation.
The bill would have banned
abortions except in cases of rape,
incest or if the mother's life was
in danger.
"History is full of accounts of
the misuse of governmental
power, often for a 'good' cause,"
the Democratic governor said in
his veto message, issued less than
two hours after he formally
received the bill.
"Such abuse must be resisted
vigorously on both sides," Sinner
said. "Government must not
overstep its bounds. It must not

P.A.R.T.Y
Promoting Awareness and Responsibility Towards Yourself

COME AND SEE WHAT WE ARE ALL
ABOUT AT OUR NEXT MEETING!

play God."

Sinner, who said he is personally against abortion, was barred
by the North Dakota Constitution
from threatening a veto. He said
earlier that the bill went "too
far."
Officials of Americans United
for Life, a Chicago-based antiabortion group that lobbied for
the bill, also were disappointed.
"We thought it had a reasonable chance of being upheld by the
Supreme Court, said Paige
Comstock Cunningham, an attorney with the organization. The
veto "sacrifices the life of children of North Dakota," Cunningham said.
"I'm very relieved and
pleased," said Jane Bovard, administrator of North Dakota's
only abortion clinic, in Fargo.
Kate Michelman, executive director of the Washington-based
National Abortion Rights Action
League, called the veto a "responsible act of government."
Under the legislation, rapes
leading to pregnancy would have
had to be reported within 21 days
of the crime or within 15 days of
when the victim was capable of
doing so.

300 Iraqi soldiers
still remain inside
Kuwait's borders
by David Crary
Associated Press writer

ABDALY, Kuwait — More than a month after President Bush
declared Kuwait liberated, Iraqi forces still control a small
pocket of the emirate's territory, a Kuwaiti tank commander
said Monday.
About 300 Iraqi soldiers remain inside Kuwait, just south of the
Iraqi port of Um Qasr, Capt. Nasser Al-Duwaila said. He badly
wants to get them out.
"This is our land," said Al-Duwaila, the acting commander of
Kuwait's 7th Armored Battalion. "Kuwait is not free if there is
one Iraqi soldier on our land."
Al-Duwaila said there were no Kuwaiti officers in authority
when allied units first moved into the area, apparently producing brief uncertainty about the border's location.
This is a big mistake here," Al-Duwaila recalled telling allied
officers when he reached the area later. "They said, 'No, there's
a cease-fire.'"
Bush called off the pursuit of Iraqi forces on Feb. 28, declaring
that "Kuwait is liberated, Iraq's army is defeated."
The area in question covers about two square miles directly
south of Um Qasr, and was attacked by Iraq once before in 1973,
Al-Duwaila said. He said the Iraqis occupy scattered Kuwaiti
military facilities, including a barracks and an observation post.
They have built new roads "so they can say to the world, they
are our roads, this is our area,'" he said. "Their plan is to cut up
our land piece by piece."
The matter has been brought to the attention of allied headquarters in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
One of the senior U.S. Army commanders along the border
area. Col. Bill Nash of the 3rd Armored Division's First Brigade,
said he knew of the Kuwaiti complaints, but expressed no interest in getting involved.
"Our task is to defend the DML (the demarcation line established at the end of hostilities), not the international boundary,"
he said. "I'm where I'm supposed to be and nobody has intruded
into my space."
Nash, of Hayden, Ariz., said there was no indication of significant Iraqi military movements in the region as a formal ceasefire becomes increasingly likely. "There s no military threat to
my command," he said.

COUNCIL
C Continued from page 5.
hellenic Councils will be planting
a tree with a plaque during the
Greek Care Fair Sunday April 7,
in recognition of the four Bowling
Green High School students recently killed in a tragic automobile accident.
City officials also expressed
their condolences for the high
school students.
"It is a terrible tragedy and we

extend our sympathy to those
families involved," said City
Council President Joyce Kepke.
"The tragedy has made an impact on the entire community and
we sincerely express our condolences," said Municipal Administrator Colleen Smith.
The Greek Care Fair will be
from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. The money
from the Care Fair will go
towards the funding of the tree,
Finn said.
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Sports Tuesday
Baseball team wins in Florida
by Sieve Easton
assistant sports editor

2B three runs), Scott Schoemer
(three RBI, 2B), Daren Stiles
(two RBI, 2B) and Rob Kennedy
(two RBI) were the other BG
players with two hits.
Sophomore Jeff Brown started
and went four-and-a-third innings
before being relieved by freshman Brad Mast. Mast captured
his first collegiate victory after
scattering two hits and allowing
one earned run in two-and-a-third
innings.
• Sunday, March 24 - The Falcon offense sputtered again despite banging out nine hits as
Wright State blanked BG 1-0.
Brent Spray pitched six innings
and allowed only one run on five
hits. The Raiders' run came as a
result of a triple and a wild pitch
in the fifth inning.
• Monday, March 25 - With
Harvard providing the opposition, BG's offense returned to
life again with a season-high
19-hit attack and an 11-9 win.
Koelling sparked the Falcons
with a four-for-five performance
including one RBI. Mitch Dougherty chipped in three hits including an RBI single and double.
Dwayne Callaway earned the

After beginning its spring trip
with three losses in four games,
the baseball team rebounded to
win four of its final five contests
to successfully complete its trip
with an above .500 record.
Here is a short summary of the
Falcons'games over their spring
break in Florida:
• Friday, March 22 - The Falcons dropped their first two
games of the trip against Valdosta State College (Ga.) by
It doesn't matter what I look scores of 9-2 and 5-1. BG was held
like, what I wear, what music I
to one hit in both contests by
listen to, or how I wear my hat.
Blazers' pitchers.
It's what I say.
• Saturday, March 23 - BG reAnd what I said was UNLV and bounds from its two setbacks by
Ohio State are overranked and
defeating defending Big Ten
this was definitely proven in the
champion Iowa, 12-4, at Boardrecent NCAA tournament, where walk & Baseball in Davenport,
schedules are equally tough and
Fla.
sites are neutral.
BG's offense exploded with a
The Rebels just couldn't get up season-high 15 hits in its triumph
for this contest they had wasted
against the Hawkeyes. Six
all their emotions on the earlier
different Falcons had at least two
tough games in the tourney and
hits including junior Dan Wadiscovered what it's like to play a lendzak's three. Chad Davis (two
demanding schedule.
RBI), Brian Koelling (one RBI,
According to University student Brad Cunningham it's the
NCAA tournament which decides
who is No. 1, not the polls. Well,
Brad you were right, it isn't
UNLV, it's Duke.
It may have taken a little more
time for UNLV to lose but its better "Laettner" than never.
The UNLV squad finally discovered how hard it is to play
against the ACC, the Big East
by Patrick Murphy
(twice), and a feisty Utah squad
sports writer
from the WAC all in three weeks
time and the Buckeye boys were
The women's track team took its act down south to open the
slammed by one of the top four
outdoor season and came away with some outstanding performBig East teams in the St. John's
ances.
squad.
Their first stop was at the Wake Forest Invitational in WinThe thing that I was stating all
ston-Salem, North Carolina for a non-scored meet.
along was now capable are these
Head coach Steve Price said that he was excited about where
overranked teams (No. 1 and No.
the team was this early in the season.
2 to be exact) when all we see is a
"Most of the girls are way ahead of where they were last
tainted version of thep with qualyear," Price said. "Some are on the edge of performing at a
ity talent but without a tough
national class level."
schedule.
One is senior Tracy Gaerke. She finished first in the 1500 meter
Yeah, some years they will
run (4:31.91) and also particpated in the mile relay which also
break into the Final Four and win
finished first (3:51.66).
the title, but when they are well
Gaerke said she wasn't suprised by her 1500 meter win.
rested and only have to play five
"The competion really wasn't very good. I ran to a pretty easy
tough teams in the tourney it's
win," she said.
understandable.
It's easier than playing a demanding 16-game conference
The others on the mile relay team were senior Janice Hare,
schedule with a few more tough
junior Andread Rombes, and sophomore Leslie Moorman.
non-conference opponents thrown
in, and trying to play five more
Other first place finishes include sophomore Andrea Lytle,
long jump (18 feet, seven and a half inches), senior Tammy
tough opponents after you're
Asher,
discus (145 feet, 10 inches) and javelin (147 feet, 11 inalready deed tired and a little
ches), and junior Tara Allen, 400 hurdles (61.95).
more banged up than the rested
team from the regular season.
The 400 relay team consisted of sophomore Dashawania Carr,
UNLV and OSU deserve recogfreshman Shirelle Wright, Hare, and Allen.
nition, but when considering their
The women also traveled to the Florida Relays at the Universchedules I find it hard to believe
sity of Florida.
that they can overshadow the top
teams in the ACC and Big East
"I don't think we did as well as we did at Wake Forest, but we
which are challenged night in and
did have a hard week of training with all of the nice weather we
night out and are never given a
had," he said.
break from the competitive acThe 4 x 1600 relay team turned in a school record with a time of
tion.
20:47.42 which was good for second place.
Proof of the competitiveness is
evident by the six teams from the
The team consisted of senior Laura Schultes-MarUnes, sophACC and the seven teams from
omore Cheri Triner, Gaerke, and Rombes.
the Big East which competed in
Other key performances included sophomore Vicki Czekaj's
the tourney.
second place finish in the high jump with a height of five feet and
These conference teams are
six inches.
worn down when they get to the
tournament and sometimes the
The 4 x 800 meter relay team finished third with a time of
tired aspects shine through, but
9:02.88. The team consisted of Rombes, Moorman, Schultesmost of the time the experience of
Martines,
and Gaerke.
these close competitive contests
Price said he was especially pleased with Rombes performenable teams to win in the tourances.
ney.
Saturday night, it was the bet"Andrea ran two of the best 800 meters of her life - both were
ter team showing the experience
relay efforts. I felt she did a tremendous job," he said.
of its tough schedule, winning
He also said that he was excited about the outdoor season.
tradition, superb coach, and
"This is the best team that we have had since I've been here at
comparable quality talented
Bowling Green."
team.
The Duke Blue Devils shut the
UNLV team down completely,
limiting the action of Larry Johnson, Stacy Augmon, and ran their
offense superbly, forcing the Rebels into a zone defense rather
than its bread and butter man-toman defense.
The excuse of many analysts
and a few UNLV players was that
they were a little tired — what do
they expect when they play tough
season," he said.
by Patrick Murphy
teams all in a row.
Other notable performances
sports writer
Shouldn't the supposed NBA
included junior Paul Seeley finteam of the NCAA be able to
ishing first in the pole vault (15
overcome this if they are truly
The men's track team traveled feet, six inches) and freshman
the best?
the mountains to get to Eric Gingras winning the javelin
When Greg Anthony said "I'm through
(194 feet, two inches).
its meets in the south.
proud of what we accomplished,
"He (Seeley) is capable of goBut the Falcons did not think
we won 34 straight games this
they would experience
the ing higher and we are expecting
year, there aren't many NBA
same ups and downs during the him to really come on as the
teams that could win 34 straight
season progresses. It hasn't been
competition.
games."
Their first meet was at the easy with the lack of training faIf Mr. Anthony compared his
Wake Forest Invitational in Win- cilities here at BG," he said.
schedule to that of an NBA team
Junior Bill Overla and senior
ston-Salem, North Carolina
be might reconsider his stateDave Traylor finished second and
where
the
team
performed
exment. Imagine playing the
third respectivly in the shot put.
tremely well.
Lakers, Pistons, Celtics, and
"It was a good meet for us," Overla threw the shot 53 feet and
Trailblazers on a four-game road said head coach Sid Sink. "It was a quarter inch and Traylor threw
trip and not to mention the other
an excellent first meet of the out- a distance of 50 feet and 11 inches.
hard games, it's very hard to
In the 1500 meters, junior Todd
door season."
achieve in the NBA. But in the
Sophompe Shawn Blanchett led Black placed second with a time
NCAA's and especially with the
the charge for the Falcons with a of 3:51.68.
schedule the Rebels had this year pair of second place finishes. In
The men also traveled to the
it is a just a little easier.
the 100 meter run he ran 10.98 and Florida Relays in Gainsville
Anderson Hunt made an excuse in the 200 meters he ran 21.99.
where the team experienced both
of Duke Just wanted to win more
"I wanted to win both of the highs and lows.
than UNLV did.
Early in the meet, junior John
races, but I am running well for
D See JOSS, page 9. the first outdoor meet of the Wodarski finished fourth In the

Rebels and
Bucks show
true colors

victory in relief after allowing
three nits in two-and-a-thirds innings.
• Tuesday, March 26 - The Falcons were in control of the game
after entering the seventh inning
leading 7-3, but the Monarchs rallied for seven runs to lead 10-7 at
the beginning of the ninth.
BG st.mck for three to knot the
game, Lut St. Leo scored in the
tenth to win 11-10.
• Wednesday, March 27 - After
its ten-hit barrage against St.
Leo, the Falcons responded with
14 hits in a 7-0 victory against St.
Thomas Aquinas (N.Y.).
Freshman Chris Metres, playing in only his second game of the
year, led the Falcons with three

hits in four at-bats including a
triple and two RBI.
Brown pitched six shutout innings before Callaway finished
the game in the ninth.
• Thursday, March 28 - BG recorded its second consecutive
victory with a 6-3 triumph against
Cleveland State.
Davis recorded three hits in
four at-bats to spark the Falcons'
10-hit attack. Kennedy added two
hits and two RBI including the
game-winner in the first inning.
Greg Sharp picked up the win
while Derek Common notched the
save.
• Friday, March 29 - In its final
contest in Florida, BG stretch its
winning streak to a season-high
three games with a 9-4 victory
against Eastern Illinois. Koelling
and Trent Dues each recorded
three-for-five outings while Davis
added two hits and two RBI.
□ D C
As the Falcons return from the
warm climate in the Sunshine
State, they will try to improve on
their 6-9-1 record and try to extend their winning streak to five
against Wright State at 1 p.m. today at SteUer Field.

Duke wins
first-ever
title
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) Duke ended six years of
frustration with a 72-65 victory over Kansas Monday
night, their first national title in five championshipgame appearances and nine
trips to the Final Four.
The scoring and rebounding of Christian Laettner,
and the passing and court
smarts of Bobby Hurley
Save the Blue Devils (32-7)
le victory one year after a
30-point loss to UNLV in the
championship game.
It also capped a run of five
Final Four appearances
since 1986, including the last
four years in a row. No
school had been to the Final
Four as many times as
Duke without taking home a
title.

Women's track Defense does in softball
blazes in Florida
The softball team posted a 2-7
record in Florida last week on its
Spring trip.
Bowling Green opened with a
3-1 loss to Stetson. Freshman Julie Moss drove in the only Falcon
run in the fifth inning to give BG
the lead, but Stetson scored three
unearned runs in the bottom of
the frame for the victory.
The Falcons came back in the
second game to earn a 4-3 victory
as sophomores Juni Leis and
Dena Romstadt had RBI and

sophomore Amy Simmons went
the distance scattering nine hits
to pick up the win.
BG then dropped the 5-4 and 6-1
decisions to South Florida collecting iust six hits in the two games
while committing eight errors.
For the entire trip, the Falcons'
fielding percentage was a mere
.916.
"Who are you going to beat
with a fielding average like
that?" BG head coach Jacquie
Joseph said.

The Falcons also lost a pair of
games to 12th ranked Florida
State, 2-0 and 9-0. BG was held to
two hits in both games.
BG completed its Spring trip
earning a split with Florida
A. M. The Falcons exploded for
14 hits in the first game on their
way to a 6-2 victory. Junior Karen
Appelbaum had three hits while
Becky Bailey, Juile Hudson, Kim
Snyder and freshman Rachelle
Highf ill had two hits each.

to H»w>/Jay Muiaock

Junior second baseman Becky Bally connects In a recent BG softball game. Bally Is leading the team In
hitting with a .292 batting overage. Her 19 hits are tops on the team as well.

Sink: It was an excellent Wright leaves Dawgs
first outdoor-season meet to join Minnesota
10,000 meters with a time of
31:35.7, but that is all the good
news the team got until the end of
the meet.
The team then experienced a
rash of bad luck and injuries.
Senior Cliff Clack fell in the 100
and strained a groin muscle and
freshman Dave Carlson injured
his knee. Overla re-injured his
ankle, freshman Shawn Howard
experienced a leg injury, junior
Paul Edwards continued to
struggle with a hand injury and
senior Tim Absten got food poisioning.
But Black helped to end the
meet on a good note as he finished
second in the 800 (1:50.46) and
also ran on three relay teams.
His run In the 800 was his fourth
event in two days which earned
high
praise from Sink.
r
'He gets the athlete of the meet
for BG. I was happy with the job
he did," he said.
D See HACK, page 8.

NORTH OLMSTED, Ohio (AP) — Safety Felix Wright said
Monday he chose to leave the Cleveland Browns and play for
Minnesota because the Vikings made him feel more welcome.
Wright signed a two-year contract with Minnesota on Saturday
worth an estimated $1.2 million. He said he rejected a similar
offer from the Browns in December and January.
Wright missed the entire 1990 preseason with the Browns in a
contract dispute, and agreed to return only after being promised
he'd be left unprotected when Plan B went into effect Feb. 1
Unprotected Plan B players are free to negotiate contracts
with any team in the league, excluding the team that left them
unprotected.
The long negotiations with Cleveland led to the decision to sign
with Minnesota, Wright said at a news conference Monday. He
said he was stunned that the Browns would not "negotiate
fairly."
"I think it's a good move for me to go to the Minnesota Vikings," Wright said. "It could transpire into a three- or four-year
deal if I stay healthy. They are talking long-term with me.
"If I were to come back with the Browns, the direction they're
going (toward younger players), it might have been only one or
two years," he said. "I think I have prolonged my career by
making this move."
Wright, 31, said he agreed to the Minnesota contract last
Thursday, the day before the Browns signed safety Vince Newsome of the Los Angeles Rams.
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Falcon tennis shines on Spring Break
Orlando's
men post a
4-3 mark
by Sebastien Caruthers
sports wilier

Most Bowling Green students
came back from Spring break
with a nice tan.
The men's tennis team came
back with something a little more
impressive — a 4-3 overall record
against excellent Division I competition.
"I am very pleased with the
team's performance during our
Spring Break Tour," head coach
Gene Orlando said. "Finishing 4-3
with wins over Youngstown State,
Western Kentucky, Austin Peay,
and Louisville is a great accomplishment for our program."
Coming up big for BG in singles
play with four wins each were
senior Steve Mudre and freshmen
Jim Snyder and Jeff Huffman.
Freshman Richard Watson also
had a good showing with three
overall wins.
The doubles teams were equa-

lly outstanding with two sweeps
over Youngstown State and Austin Peay. Freshmen Todd Koehler and Richard Watson as well as
Snyder and senior Mike Teets all
had three wins in doubles play.
Senior Doug Dickinson, playing
with sophomores Justin Overholser and Jay Alder at different
times, also notched three wins for
the Falcons.
The following is a short synopsis of the team's games over
break:
• Friday, March 22 — BG
defeated Youngstown State 6-3.
After losing first three singles
matches, the Falcons won six
straight matches for the win.
Snyder, Mudre, and Huffman
won in singles. Koehler and Watson; Teets and Snyder; and Dickinson and Alder came up with
first doubles sweep.
• Monday, March 25 — The
team secured its second win (7-1)
against Western Kentucky. Koehler, Watson, Snyder, Mudre, and
Huffman won in singles. Koehler
and Watson and Mudre and Alder
won in doubles. Teets and Snyder
did not finish their match and it
did not count.
• Tuesday, March 26 — The
Falcons lost to Vanderbilt 8-1.
Mudre posted only win for BG.
The doubles tandems were swept.
• Wednesday, March 27 — BG

W

Women win
four of five
at Carolina

The team had to overcome distractions in the sunny confines of
Hilton Head to make their trip a
success.
"We allowed the girls time to
relax and enjoy themselves during the day, but not at night. They
knew the purpose they were there
for," Dean said.
Dean also said she was happy
with the performance of her
young squad.
"We needed tough competition
to work on our concentration. We
accomplished the development of
a match-tough attitude," she
said. "I was also
happy with our i
flayers Caria If
acellaandKaDjrl
Juniors Marshack, Pacella and
King each posted 4-1 records on
the spring trip. Their only losses
came against Davidson.

Jk

by Chuck Melvin
AP sports writer
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8 oz. New York Strip
Steak
Dinner
with Potato & Side Dish
Only $5.95
Sunday
12:00 -2:00 P.M.
Mon - Thurs . . 11:30 - 1:30 P.M.
4:30 - 7:0O P.M.
Friday
1I:30A.M. - 1:30P.M.

Located in the University Union
Quantum oocard accepted after *:30 for on-campus siudenus
Quantum 9
rd .« i epted .ill da) tot <>n i ampus students

TUCSON, Ariz. — The Cleveland Indians released designated
hitter Ron Kittle and outfielder
Stan Jefferson on Monday, reducing the number of healthy players
in camp to 31.
The Indians had signed Kittle,
33, to a Class AA contract in January but promised him a chance
to make their major league roster. He played for the Indians in
1988, hitting 18 home runs and
driving in 43 runs.
But the emergence of Albert
Belle as a power hitter this spring
made Kittle expendable, particularly because he could not play
any defensive position regularly.
The 24-year-ola Belle, who spent
10 weeks in an alcoholism rehabilitation program last summer,

NOTICE CONCERNING FALL 1991 REGISTRATION FOR ETHNIC STUDIES COURSES
Due to curriculum modifications, if you have pre-registered for a course
in the left-hand column, you must request that section number in order
to receive a wildcard for use in requesting the new course number in
the right-hand column
OLD COURSE
NEW COURSE
Section Course

has seven home runs and 19 RBIs
in 18 spring games.
Kittle was the American
League's rookie of the year for
the Chicago White Sox in 1983.
when he nit 35 home runs and
drove in 100 runs. Both numbers
turned out to be career highs; injuries have hampered him
throughout his career.
He has also played for the New
York Yankees and Baltimore
Orioles.
"It was a very difficult decision
to make, because we know Ron,"
Indians president Hank Peters
said. "He's had a decent spring.
Being a veteran player, you know
what to expect from him. But it
looked like there was going to be
a logjam if we kept him."
The Indians are still pursuing
trades that would crowd the picture even more, Peters said.
They had told Kittle the.' would
let him know by Monday whether
he had made the team.
Kittle hit .244 with two home
runs and six RBIs this spring. He
split last season between Chicago
and Baltimore, collecting 18
homers and 46 RBIs in 105 games.

Jefferson, who was a starter
part of last season, hit .083 in 11
spring games. He was most
famous for getting hit on the elbow by Boston's Roger Clemens
last June 3, prompting a benchclearing brawl. He hit .231 in 59
games for the Indians last
season.
Four of manager John McNamara's remaining six cuts must
be pitchers. Among the remaining position players, non-roster
outfielders Wayne Kirby and Carlos Martinez are the most likely
to be demoted.
At least eight of the 10 pitching
jobs have been claimed by starters Tom Candiotti. Greg Swindell, Eric King ana Rod Nichols
and relievers Doug Jones, Jesse
Orosco, Steve Olin and Shawn
Hillegas.
Charles Nagy, with a spring
ERA of 0.56 in four games, appears to have won the fifth job in
the starting rotation. Rookie
right-hander Bruce Egloff, trying
to jump from Class AA CantonAkron to the majors, and former
Toronto reliever Willie Blair are
fighting for the final job.

4962
4961
4963

H304 Ethnicity in America

1899 306 Ethnic Women in America
1900 315 Novels Black Liberation

4965
4966

-Penny Dean,
Women's tennis coach

LA downs
Reds, 5-4
in 10
VERO BEACH, Fla. (AP)
— Rookie Ed Lund hit arun-scoring single with two
out in the bottom of the 10th
inning, giving the Los AnSeles Dodgers a 5-4 victory
londay over the Cincinnati
Reds.
After retiring the first two
batters, loser Kip Gross
walked Mike Sharperson
and Barry Lyons. Lund,
who played rookie ball last
season, was behind 0-and-2
before driving in Sharperson with a hard single to
right.
Eddie Murray went
3-for-5 and drove in a run for
the Dodgers. Jeff Hamilton
added two hits, including his
second home run of the
spring.

TRACK
a Continued from page 7.
Black said that he did not know
he was going to run in all of those
events.
"I didn't have time to think
about it. It got me pumped up
when I found out I was going to
run in all of the events," he said.
"We started on a high at Wake
Forest, then we had the injuries
and illness at Florida. But we
looked strong at the end of the
meet. The trip was a success," he
said.

Section Coursi

1888 205 European Ethnic Americans
1889 215 History Mexican Americans
1897 304 Ethnicity in America

"We needed tough
competition to work
on our
concentration. We
accomplished the
development of a
match-tough
attitude."

In double's action, the tandem
of King and Monn went 4-1 while
Edmin and Melissa Seely-Brown
captured three victories in five
matches.
Overall, King and Monn stand
Marshack, an All-MAC Selec- at 5-6 and Edmin and Seelytion last season, raised her record Brown are at 3-2.
to 10-4 while Paeella and King
continued to hover around the
Dean said doubles play, team
.500 mark with 8-7 and 7-7 records speed and the ability to put teams
respectively.
away in pressure situations still
Junior Sara Emdin (3-6 over- needs some improvement.
all), sophomore Robyn Monn
The Falcons visit Kenyon Col(5-8), and freshman Lori Wydysh lege today at 3:30 p.m. before
(5-9) rounded out the rotation for traveling to St. Mary's College of
the singles slots.
Indiana on Saturday, April 6.

Kittle among Tribe's cuts

TUESDAY'S
SPECIAL

*f

downed Austin Peay 6-3. Watson
Snyder, and Huffman secured
wins. The doubles tandems got
their second sweep.
• Thursday, March 28 — Middle!
Tennesee State defeated BG 6-0.
The doubles matches were rained
out.
• Friday, March 29 — The teaml
lost to Memphis State 5-0. After
the first two matches were com- by Steve Seasly
pleted, the rest of the singles sports writer
were stopped. The doubles teams
were swept for a second time.
•Saturday, March 30 — The What do you think a vanload of
Falcons won thier fourth match college students going to Hilton
by beating Louisville (9-4) by a Head, South Carolina on their
close score of 5-4. In singles ac- spring break do on a Saturday
tion, Watson, Mudre, Snyder, and evening?
Play tennis, of course, and play
Huffman won. Dickinson and Alder won the only doubles match. it well.
The women's tennis team imKoehler and Watson lost a hard
proved its dual-match record to
fought three-set match.
"I have always believed this 7-6 after winning four of five
team could play with anyone and matches at Hilton Head Island.
The trip began with two nailwe proved it with two wins over
Austin Peay State University and biting 5-4 victories over St. Thomas of Minnesota and Xavier of
Louisville," Orlando said.
"Our Spring trip was a great Ohio.
The following day they faced
experience and winning against
Louisville and Austin Peay was a what head coach Penny Dean
good confidence builder," co- called a "very good" Davidson
team and the Falcons were hancaptain Teets said.
The Falcons finished their in- ded an 8-1 setback.
BG showed tenacity as it boundoor season with a 7-8 record and
are now preparing for the Mid- ced back with a pair of wins over
Charleston
Southern (94) and
American Conference outdoor
D See TENNIS, page 9. Arkansas-Little Rock (6-31.

140 Intro Europ-Amer Studies
211 History Mexican Americans
301 Ethnicity in America
H301 Ethnicity in America
302 Ethnic Women in America
321 Novels Black Liberation

uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno
There's still time to enter
tne (Ugj3) Day By Day
cover aesign contest!
Win Some Cash!!

All designs must be one
color representations and
reproducible to an
81/2" x 11" size!

Please give Hood

Learn something new in
a (US© Mini-Course. Two
special offerings!
•

»■•. " iU
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Standard First Aid
April 15 & 17, 7-11 pm
$32.50 - charge to Bursar!

VOTE

Deaaiine: Friday. April 12

Are your little Sibs coming to visit???
Well, we've got the entertainment for them and you!

ZUAO OLYMPICS
Saturday, April 13 • 1-4 pm
Little Sibs Weekend
on the fields between Kreisher Quad & Student Services
Sign-ups start today for the Co-Ed Volleyball Tournament!
You could win $100
while enjoying a beautiful spring day with your friends!
3 men - 3 women teams!

\*B

i -» '

Glemby Hair Care
April 8 @ 7 pm
Taft Room - Free!

Games, Music, Food,
and fun for all ages!!

I

i.v
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BG's Favorite Things
Okay teenbeats! Here's your chance to settle those classic late night debates once and for
all. Where's BG's favorite weekend hot spot? Who's BG's fave hip rockers? And last but
not least, which all-important bank machine is BG's fave money hut? The Insider
presents... BG'S FAVORITE THINGS!
Here's your chance to stand up and be counted. Let everyone bow
WHAT IS COOL. Please vote for only one fave in every category.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

FAVORITE BAR.
FAVORITE RESTAURANT
FAVORITE GAS STATION.
FAVORITE LOCAL BANDFAVORITE CONVENIENCE STORE
FAVORITE BANK MACHINE (give location).
FAV. FAST FOOD RESTAURANT
FAVORITE LAUNDROMAT
FAVORITE HAIR SALON
FAVORITE RESIDENCE HALL

Ballots must bs rsturnsd to THE INSIDER. BG News Office.
210 West Hall, by 5 p.m.. Friday, April 5. 1991.
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Golfers place third in Maryland
by Kevin Cummlngs
sports writer

The men's golf team found the
eggs of success In their Easter
baskets over spring break.
Bowling Green finished third in
a 26 team field at the Navy Invitational March 23-24 in Annapolis,
Maryland. William and Mary
captured first place in the 36 hole
tournament by shooting a final
round total of 615. Indiana University of Pennsylvania was second with 619, while BG was third
with 627 (315-312). George Mason
(631), James Madison (632).
Loyola of Maryland (634), and
Viflanova (638) rounded out the
top seven teams.
Junior Brett Fulford led the
brown and orange with a two
round total of 153 (76-77). His
score tied him for sixth overall
and was 11 over par.

Carding BG's second and third
best totals were junior Pat Konesky and senior co-captain Doug
Ray. Konesky shot a 155 (76-79)
while Ray finished with a 157
(80-77).
Other participants for BG were
Wayne Mueller, who recorded a
score of 160 (81-79), Garry Winger
(84-77-161) and Scott Piesen
(78-84-162).
The Falcons continued their
fine play as they traveled to Lexington, Kentucky to take part in
the Johnny Owens Invitational.
The meet was shortened from 54
holes to 18 holes due to inclement
weather.
"We were playing very well
after the first 18 holes and had a
good chance to move up teamwise," Mueller said. "We have a
solid nucleus of players that have
been together for the last three
years. We've played a lot of tournaments together and have a lot

of matches under our belts."
"Tournament experience is one
of our strengths," Ray said. "We
have not reached our potential
yet."
The meet turned out to be a
showcase for the Mid-American
Conference as the MAC placed
four teams in the top 13.
BG finished 12th out of 25 teams
by shooting an impressive round
of 315 over the 18 holes. The Falcons finished 13 strokes off the
pace of champion Kent State
(302). Ohio U was second (305),
Northwestern third (306), and Illinois State and Michigan State
tied for fourth with 307 strokes.
Ron Wuensche from Wisconsin
was the individual champion as
he shot a 73 to edge Joe Tomaselli
(Indiana) and Eric Frishette
(Kent State) who both shot 74s.
Rounding out the top 10 were
Indiana who finished sixth with
308, host Kentucky was seventh

Gooden is a five
million dollar man

(309), Iowa State (311/8th), Wisconsin (312/9th), and Western
Kentucky and Marshall tied for
10th with 313. Ball State was the
fourth MAC school in the top 13
with a 18 hole total of 316.
Doug Ray paced BG with a
round of 78, while teammates
Wayne Mueller, Garry Winger,
and Brett Fulford all shot a 79.
Pat Konesky was the fifth Falcon
golfer, and completed play with a
round of 84.
"We had a better spring trip
this year than we did last year,
Rav said. "Everything went very
well, and we got in a lot of good
practice."
"Mentally we're in very good
shape," Ray added. "We Just
have to work on our short game
(putting and chipping) and hitting the ball well.''
BG resumes action April 13-14
when they travel to Bloomington,
Indiana.

by Tom Saladlno
AP sports writer

PORT ST. LUCIE, Fla. — Dwight Gooden vaulted to No. 2 on
baseball's salary list Monday, agreeing to a three-year contract
extension worth a guaranteed $15.45 million.
The average annual value of $5.15 million places Gooden just
behind Boston's Roger Clemens, who will average $5,380,250 during a four-year extension he agreed to on Feb. 8. The two former
Cy Young Award winners are the only players with contracts
averaging $5 million a year or more.
Gooden s new deal contains a total of $750,000 in performance
bonuses that, if earned, would leapfrog his deal over Clemens'
contract.
"It is important, but it's so close that it really doesn't matter,"
Gooden said of the race for the top spot. "It depends on how you
look at it (whether highest paid or not)."
"The bottom line is we got what we wanted," said Gooden's
agent, Jim Neader. "The Mets got Dwight for three years, and
ht got his 5.4 million."
1 be the best-paid player in the National League," Mets
executive vice president Al Harazin said. "In general, it's a
unique contract for a unique player. If there's one player who is
the heart and soul of our ballclub. it's Doc Gooden.
Gooden will be making $2.25 million this year in the final
season of a three-year contract worth $6.7 million. When he
agreed to the deal on Feb. 8,1989, it made him the highest-paid
player in baseball. But Clemens passed him one week later with
a three-year $7.5 million contract.
Under the new deal, Gooden gets a $2 million signing bonus
and salaries of $4 million in 1992, $5 million in 1993 and $3.7 million in 1994. He also is guaranteed $250,000 per year under a joint
video-promotion deal with the Mets that is part of the extension.

Morris heads list of Browns' signings

CLEVELAND (AP) - The Cleveland
Browns announced Monday they had signed
10 free agents, including two-time Pro Bowl
selection Joe Morris of tne New York Giants.

Morris, a 5-foot-7,195-pound running back,
had three 1,000-yard seasons with New York
and held franchise records in total yards
rushing (5,296) and touchdowns (48).
He was drafted by the Giants in 1982.
Morris was also the Giants' leader in career rushes, with 1,318, and had a club record 21 single-season rushing touchdowns in
the 1985 season.
Morris suffered a broken foot in New

York's last preseason game in 1989 and was
out for the season. He was rehabilitated in
the off season but placed on waivers in September 1990.
The Browns said they signed four other
free agents and five Plan B free agents, and
cut three veterans from the roster.
Other signings included offensive tackle
Ed Cunningham, also of the Giants. Cunningham had signed with New York as a free
agent last year.
Also signed were Buffalo wide receiver
Fulton Johnson, Giants punter Billy Smith,
and rookie Ralph Stephens, a punter from
Georgia Southern.

DON'T CflUS€ TH€ €ND OF fl FRI€NDSHIP
DON'T DRINK FIND DRIV€

Plan B signings were linebacker David
Brandon of San Diego, New England punter
Brian Hanson, Los Angeles Rams kicker
Mike Lansford, Cincinnati Bengals quarterback Todd Philcox and Giants running back
LeeRouson.
Browns Executive Vice President Ernie
Accorsi said the team had relinquished
rights to punter Bryan Wagner and kicker
Jerry Kauric, and were not inviting quarterback Mike Pagel to minicamp.
"I've talked with Mike and he understands
our feelings," Accorsi said. "We will make
our best effort to trade him before the start
of training camp."

JOSS

j

erty is listed as doubtful for
Wednesday's game with the New
York Knicks. Daugherty is listed
day-to-day after that, Price said.

who can mold a team into a Final
Four contender.
Examining the other overranked team, they did no better, and
along with Indiana showed how
mediocre the caliber of the Big
Ten teams was this year, losing
91-74 and 83-65, respectively.
The Buckeyes were knocked
out by the Redmen and it wasn't
i ust because OSU played bad, but
now good St. John s played and
how they held the Buckeyes scoring output.
OSU was pumped up all year
with its supposed dominating
lineup, but proved how good they
really are when they played a Big
East squad.
Jaime Joss is assistant sports
editor of the News.

j

Publishing Opportunities
Gale Research Inc. tua Immediate openings lor iiudenis A graduate* to do
research and writing for out reference books and other Information based
products.

Qualified candidates must have4
4
4
4

college roursework in liberal arts
strong writing skills
researching experience
proofreading and editing skills

These challenging, entry-level positions have advancement opportunities Our
benefit package includes immediate medical, denial, and vision coverage: flexible I
work hours; tuition assistance; and profit sharing.
If you are interested in pining one of the premier information providers for
libraries and businesses worldwide, we want lo hear from you C-H our 24 btour .
intontvatkso luw (313) 9*1-4519 or send your resume, transcripts, and
non-returnable expository writing sample to:

Larry Nance, who missed Sunday's game with Philadelphia because of intestinal flu, is expected
back Tuesday night, Price said.

Editorial Recruiter

Gate Research Inc.

i"tll]r fi<£ &euiB: flour source for campus

D Continued from page 7.
This is absurd, you mean to tell
me that UNLV is just one game
away from the NCAA championship and it can be a repeat cham6Ion and it fought just to play in
■e tournament by sacrificing
priv i leges in the years to come
and it didn't want to win as much
as Duke did.
The classifying of this game as
the biggest upset in NCAA history
is another crazy thing — what
about Villanova vs. Georgetown,
N.C. State vs. Houston.
When we look at Duke, we see a
team that has competed in the
Final Four five of the last six
years and four consecutive years.
Sure it only returned two starters
in Bobby Hurley and Christian
Laettner, but it returned Coach K

AC-afifr-acggafiS:

Cavs' injuries continue j

CLEVELAND (AP) — Cleveland Cavaliers center Brad
Daugherty, who has missed the
last two games while recovering
TENNIS
from a sprained right ankle, will
not travel with the team to WashQ Continued from page 8.
ington for Tuesday's game.
season.
season," Orlando said. "We are
Cavaliers spokesman Bob
"The team is readying itself for looking forward to the upcoming Price said Monday that Daughour final season — the MAC challenges."
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Congratulations BG News
Salespeople of the Week
March 18-22
1991
Maria Blendea

Steve Young
DESIGNATED DRIVER PARTICIPANT _.

Fall 1991 Leases Available
for

NEW

[TTOVVARD'S
! ~M

210 N. MAIN

SUNDAY

Columbia Courts
Apartments

TUESDAY

MONDAY

419-352-9951

WEDNESDAY

SATURDAY

HOURS: MON-SAT: NOON 'TIL 2:30 AM S
SUNDAY 2:00 PM TIL 2:30 AM 365 DAYS

•to it Construction begins
Summer 1991 # ■&

1^4U

Call 352-0717 for more Information

21 and
over '1.00
cover after
9:30

ftOUhVAl

7

Glass City All Stars
10

'&Q

3*

16

18

Kenny Reeves & the Hanson Brothers

17

Follow the Lender.
22

23

18

19

20

Blitzen

ie>&9
21

12

11

«t»

&

24

25

26

27

To it Announced

See the lead* M

248 Vi S. Main
352-8578

FRIDAY

April 91

3 bedroom furnished apartments

As the originators at in-line skating, Rotlerbbde* is the
recognised leader in product quality innovative design and
value. Make sure you ask for the
/i o—/J—-*-|--a—
real thing. Ask for them b> name tmnUUCfUtaOC

THURSDAY

28

29

30

Buck Brothers
/•J

PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICES
Campus Recruitment Calendar f 11
For The WNii of:
April 15. 22. 29.1661
Scheduling On-Campus
Interview Appointments
The firm! day ol signups lor interviews during
the period ol April 15 through May 3. 1991 wH
be held In the Community Suite third floor. University Union on Wednesday. Apri 3 For registrants with an Advanced Job Hunters Interview
Card signups begin at 3 00 pm. lor those with
a First Choice Interview Card sign-ups begin at
4 00 pm Education sign-ups wil be held at
6 00 pm in the Forum. Student Services Building (Advanced Job Hunters Signups wH be
held at 5 30 pm) Al registrants must have a
First Choice Interview Card or Advanced Job
Hunter Card to participate m the first day of
sign-ups Alter the first day. students and
Alumni may sign-up lor interviews Irom 8am
to 5 p m at the University Placement Services.
360 Student Services Budding A Data Sheet
MUST be submitted for each Interview
scheduled at the time of sign-up.

Cancellation ol Interview AppointmentrCancefation of an interview must be reported in person to the University Placement
Services no later than 5 p.m one week [7 ful
days) before the interview day Complete a
cencesabon card in the Sign-Up Room of the
Placement Office Cancellations after this time
wH be considered s no-show Canceeations wil
NOT be accepted by telephone You ere encouraged to carefully consider employers before signing up lor interviews

No Show Policy: Failure to appear lor a scheduled interview or violation ol the cancellation
policy will result m immediate suspension of
your signup privileges for the next recruiting
period If you did not honor your scheduled interview, you are required to write a letter of apology to the employer for missing the interview,
bnng the letter with an addressed, stamped envelope, and meet with a Placement Counselor
belore scheduling any additional interviews
Any student who 'no-shows" twice will be denied interviewing privileges lor the remainder of
the academic year

Notice on Citizenship Requirements: An
asterisk <*) fosowing an organizational name
denotes specific requirements regarding work
status m the United States Please review these
requirements caretuty Only those organizehons with an asterisk (') wtl Interview candidates with a studeni visa Students who do not
meet the work status requirements are encouraged to sign-up on the waiting Rat

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
** College Republicans **
Meeting and elections tonight al 8:30 p.m. In
room 1009 BA BWg Remember dues must be
aid to vote or run
' ' COLLEGE REPUBLICANS * *
"COMIN0S0ON...'*
The Video KEY - don't miss out!
Catch the year on video, featuring
BQ's favorite bands. You can order
the video, and the yearbook, by
stopping by the KEY office. 28 West
Hall or by calling 2-8086. N'a
easy • just bill It to your bursar account.
Don't miss the chancel

Spotlight Presentallons:Spotlight presentations offer valuable information about career
paths, detailed position responsibWies and organizational philosophy AH students scheduling
interviews are strongly encouraged to attend
appropriate Spotlights Please caretuty note
datea. times, and locations ol Spotlight presentations, as they may vary. For evening Spotaght
presentations held in the Placement Office, enter the Studeni Services Building using second
floor, pato entrance Please consult the calendar lor appropriate dates, times and locations

Additional Placement Services:There are important services available to you at the University Placement Services Please note that not ai
organizations and companies regularly recruit
on college campuses The Hal below generally
reflects the high demand areas In the world of
work Don't become otecooraged if your career
held is not requested To assist you in conducting an assertive job search, the University
Placement Services provides career and
placement counaefcng. credential services. Job
search workshops, professional development
seminars, career fairs and an alumni Falcon Career Connection The excetenf Center lor Career Resources, located m Room 300. Student
Services Buecfcng. otters you career and employer information and current fob vacancies in
ALL career fields Placement Counselors ovect
ry refer registered students to employers in
their desired career fields Ensure your access
to these services by registering with the University Placement Services m your final year at
Bowkng Green State University

Tuesday, AprIM 6
Marine Corps Recrmting Service
Picway Shoes
Sanduaky City Schools
Wednesday. AprIM 7
Kinney Shoes Corporation
MONY Mutual Of New York
Wendy's International
Thursday, April 18
The Nestle Brands Co
WeetJake Middle School
Friday, AprIM 0
Mason Local Schools

ATTENTION!

Tuesday, April 23
National Assocat on For
The Self Employed

Graphic

Wednesday. April 24
Sycamore Community Schools

Design

Thursday. April 28
TEACHER JOB FAIR
Friday. April 26
Medina County Board ol Education

•••CHECK YOUR MAILBOX •••
Your on-campus mailbox holds
an opportunity too good to pats
up. Find out now to catch the year
at BGSU on video tor only 19.95.
Don't miss HI
AMA
FORMAL MEETING
Tonight al 7:30 In 1007 BAA
Cathy Clark. WTOL-TV will
speak tonight. Bring S1 tor the
Gotcha Game and Ihe 50/50 Draw.
COLLEGE DEMOCRATS
General Meeting
Turn April 2 9 pm
118BA
Members expected. Visitors Welcome
Environmental Interest Group meeting
Tuesday night 7 30 pm
Room 400 Mosetey
In the College of Hearth and Human Servlces?
If you're an Undecided student In the College, thinking of changing your major, or are
Interested In career exploration, then come
to the Career Development Resource Library
on Thursday. April 4 at 7:00 pm tor information Please RSVP at 372-8242 See you
there I
REGGAE Party to honor Nelson Mandela. Sal
April 13. 9pm. NE Commons, with ADDIS
(Columbus). Progressive Student Organization.
ECAP. OSS. Caribbean Assoc et al Free
(South Africa w« be free)

LOST & FOUND
Hey, you took the wrong coat from GT'a 3/15
The dark purple suede one is mine Please returnASAP No questions Laura 372 5310
I lost my watch (big sentimental value) on
3/20/91 at 10 30 am between Education and
Union parking lot or around Cosege Park
Please call 352-9410 if you found it
LOST blue Caribou Brand napsack from University Bookstore March 11 Contents Including 4 textbooks, checkbook, eye glasses,
keys, calculator a address book. Reward No
questions asked* Call Kevin 353-3375

Monday, April 29
Centertor Energy Corp. (Toledo Ediaon)
Ohio Environmental Protection Agency

Student Publications
will begin interviewing
WED.. APRIL 3. 1981
(or
Fall 1991
Production Assistants.

Wednesday. May 1
Marine Corps Recruiting Service
Tueaday. May 2
Campbell Soup Company

SERVICES OFFERED
PREGNANT?
We can help. Free pregnancy teats and supportive services Confidential BG Pregnancy
Center Call 354 HOPE
WII do typing $1 25 a page 352-3356 after 5
pm

i-COUPON!
Apply at
Student Employment
460 Student Services
Building
Don't miss your
chance for hands-on
experience!

LARGE 1 ITEM
WITH THIS COUPON
EXP. 4/30/91
PIZZA
Additional Items or Chicago Style SI Ex.

Mmf ^

SO)

$5

CAUSSWISS
For Fr«« Dallvory

*VCT majws deck wth tr* coop oftce
tor ■ 'uM-timo co-op ww» u»'

•Not volid with any other oH«r*
. Main St. Bowling Gratn

I
PlZZC.' 203 N *
V— mmmBG's Most A ward- Winning Pizza! i - -

■ by Chuck Bost

Entropy

-by John Boissy

Fatman^ISLCOne &AC* Sff F*H».'
*-"fne MBEK rmauauc , -n*e
!_*•,•"***•<»«: u*^».. w*.. hay.
,>*fVe *** sews* HjUO
Sryb^dy W» * ,
■
'

PEG MUD QUEEN SEARCY
Happy 22nd Birthday and once agin this Is late.
Here's to al the great times of the peal year
Ike. Friday nights, going out ki disguise, prognfghta. driving the oar. Cedar Point, camping,
the bird boys, chasing mufflers on the highway.
"Oh ya". the fountains, shack night (Hnchburg
lemonade). Betmont Chriatmas parties, lornlcatng on the lawn, grandma got ran over, breaking
and entering, late night at Frisches. A I'm sure I
can't forget Clearwater Beach Have a great
one1
Love Ya. Stiff

PERSONALS

Sorority Rush
Info Night
April 3 ft 4
8:15 pm
Ballroom - Union

PSYCHIC FAW Bowling Green Days Inn. Sunday. Aril 7th, 11 am - 5 pm Readings $8 Si
adm. Free lectures 6 Great merchandise
For more Info 419-499-2310

Sorority Rush
Into Night
April 3 A 4
9:16 pm
Ballroom - Union

Let AS1D get beach grime off your car Mid AM
Bank Sal 4.6
Peace and Freedom REQGAE Party to honor
Nelson Mandela, Sal April 13. 9pm. NE Commons with ADDIS(Columbua). Progressive Student Organization. ECAP. OSS, Caribbean Aasoc etal Free (Azania rising)
SUPERVISOR INTRAMURAL SPORTS FIRST
AID STAFF 1991-19921 MUST HAVE CURRENT ADVANCED FIRST AID AND CPR APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN ROOM 108
SRC AND ARE DUE APRIL 22

Sorority Rush
Info Night
April 3*4
9:16 pm
Ballroom - Union

Keleys Island Summer PortHole Cafe needs
cooks and servers Sand Resume to P.O. Box
792, Keleys Island. OH 43438 or cal
746-2302
TEACHERS Early childhood specialists discover a new career as an American nanny. Top
positions locally & nationally. live-In or live-out,
travel opportunities Nannies of Cleveland
216-621-4660.
YOUTH RESIDENT CAMP: is looking tor summar program staff for (7) weeks starting June
16 thru Aug 3. 1991 Room & board plus salary is provided Positions wanted are Program
Director, Waterfront Staff. (Swimming-WSIBoating/Canoeing) Recreation. Naturalist.
Arts Crafts. Archery/Rmery Instructor (NRA
Certified) Kitchen Assistants, and Nurse. Contact Frank R WUaon, Exec. Director. 7983
Wlawel Road. Wlndeor. Ohio 44099 Phone
(216)272-6276.
ALSO WANTED AT 4-H CAMP WHITEWOOD:.
Cabin Counselors for (6) weeks beginning
Sept 22. 1991 thru Nov 1. 1991. tor an
R.OE. Program Salary plus room and board
provided Contact Frank R Wilson Exec. Director, at: 7983 Wlawel Road. Windsor. Ohio
44099 Phone: (216) 272-6276.

FOR SALE
WANTED
' Ooeeen |"Paia") O'Neal
Happy Belated 21 st Bathday
Love Ya. "D"
" SCOTT ZIANCE FOR CITY COUNCIL "
There wii be a Scott Zlance for Council ratty
Wed . April 3 n Rm 100 BA Jom us and meet
your next Ward One City Courv^lrnerV Paid for
by the Ziance for Council Committee, 075
Rodgers. BGSU. Bowing Green. OH 43403.
Tammy Roberta, trees.
" COMING SOON. "
The Video KEY - don't miss out)
Catch the year on video, featuring
BG's favorite bends. You can order
the video, and the yearbook, by
sloping by the Key office, 26 West
Hail or by calling 2-6066. It's
easy -Just Mil it to your buraar account
Don't mlsa the chance!

1 -2 Femalea to sublease apt for summer with
one female Very nice, furnished 2-bed apt
Good lochon. daily shuttle, only pay for electric
Good price1
Call 354-8082 and leave message
2 Roommates needed to sublease lor SUMMER 2 bedroom apt close to campus'RENT
NEGOTIABLE. Cal 353 4066 NOW
20 OVERWEIGHT MEN 6 WOMEN NEEDED
Must be 25 lbs or more overweight
FORMU-3 weight loss centers We are looking
for overweight men A women to participate in
our weight loaa program for advertising puroses Those who participate in this special program wdl receive a significant discount off the
regular program price Cal today - 354-4500

Couch, Chair and Footstool for sale Good condition Price negotiable 354-2369
Formal Dresses for Sale
A long powder blue formal, Size 7 6a lavender
Tlength formal size 6 Cal Erikaat 372-1900
IS IT TRUE JEEPS FOR $44 THROUGH THE
US
GOV'T? CALL FOR FACTS.
504 848-5745 EXT S 5972
LOFT WITH LADDER - FOR SALE
$60 00 or beat offer
Cal 364-4622, ask for Jodi
SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats. 4 wheelers,
motorhomea. by FBI. IRS. DEA Available in
your area now Cal 1-805-882-7555 Ext
C-2804

Artists for quick portrait sketches and caricatures al Cedar Point. Gaeuga Lake. Sea World
Energetic and ratable Wil tram those with ability to learn Contact Jerry Fields at P O. Box
2635 Sanduaky. Ohio. 44870. or cal
1 -419-621 -1305 after Spm

•' • CHECK YOUR MAILBOX * * '
Your on-campus msllbox holds
an opportunity too good to pass
up. Find out how to catch the
year at BGSU on v I d eo
for only 69.96. Don't mlsa HI

FOR RENT
2 BDRM APTS FURN & UNFURN
Near Harheman Free heal & cable TV
9-12 or Summer lea. Rate-Info sheets
aval, front desk Beat Western Falcon
Plaza Motel (across from Harshman).

Mala rmle wanted Perryaburg - 2 bed apt
Own entrance $150 mo plus 1 2 utjl Ask for
Ray 686 897 7

2 PM March 25, 1966
Dick, thank you for the first twenty-five yoars I
Leva) You. Sandy.
BEAPOaUIERETTE!
interested students should attend one of the following informational meetings
MONDAY • 9:16 P.M. • 1002 BA BIDO
TUESDAY - 9:16 P.M. -1007 BA BL DG
Csrtics begin Monday. April, 22*

NEED 1 female to sublease In Fox Run com
pan. From May till August for $300 00
CaMTraci 354 8513
Roommatee needed for summer Good location, own bedroom parking, tutty furnished Call
372-5729 and leave message
Wanted 1 roommate for 91/92 achool yaw.
$140 a month 6 electricity Call Tara or Mefissa
2-3531

? bedroom house for sublease Summer 1991
GVeat location Big backyard Cal 362-3730
3 bdrm house 420 S Cottage 3 parson limit
$570 4 uN 12mo lease only starting May 1 5
Steve Smith 352-891 7
3 bedroom house tor rent 3 person 12 month
lease Available August 352-7454
704 5th St

HELP WANTED
0AV1D READ IS COMING"
To talk about ABC (Achievement
combined with Beaches and Courses)
Earn 0 credit hours with the
Summer Study Program in France
Classes are in Engfcsh Info
meeting Tues Apr 9. 8 30 at
the French House (in Sorority row)

250 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed*
Private, coed, aummer camp in Pocono Mountains. Northeastern Pennsylvania Lohikan. PO
Box 234BG. Kentfworth. NJ 07033 (908)
276-0998

FASHION MERCHANDISING ASSOCIATION
Meeting Wed April 3. 8 00 McFatt New officers wift be voted tor' Max Myers. Visual MercneaTdaser. wsl speak1
GOVERNMENT HOMES from S1
{\J repair). Dawnquent tax property
RecoeakkSiona Your area (1)805 902-6000
Ext GH 9849 tor current repo asl

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT -fisheries
Eam 65.000 plue/month. Free trensportetion! Room and Board! Over 8.000 openings
No experience necessary. Make or Female.
For 66-page employment manual, send 66.95
to MAL Research, Box 64006. Seattle, WA
96124. • Satisfaction Guaranteed.
CHRISTMAS Spring Break, summer travel
FREE Air couriers needed and crutseship iobs
Call 1 805 882 7555 Ext F-1B5B.
Houaeboy Needed

Call 372 3609
Greek C.A.R.E. Fair
Sunday April 7th 1 -5 p.m.

Keleys Island Summer Employment
Ice
Cream G-tt Shop clerk position Good Wage1
Housing available Send resume Ted Terry
13102 TvterAve Cleveland. OH 44111.

City Park
Games. Prize*, Music of Tom Gorman
Support Bowling Green Parks
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER? Jet
there anytime with AIRHITCH(r) for $229 Irom
Cleveland or Detroit. $180 from the East
Coast. (As reported in NY Times & Let's Go')
AIRHITCH(r) 21 2-864-2000
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE Coed 3-Pltch
Softball - April 2; Coed & Men's Singles Tennis April 3; Men's voeeybal - April 9 Al entriea due
by 4.00 p m in 108 Roc Center.
fusty,
Keey. Katty. Kefy
You're a great Study Buddy'
Sigma Kappa love.
Trad

2 bedroom, completely turn
Microwave, AC A laundry f ad.
2. 3, 4 person rates
362-3445
Hours 9 - 9. local owner

A law good tennants needed
Mt Vemon Apartments. 802 8th St
2 Bed, Furnished. Dishwashers. Paid Utilities
Call Gary at 353-7934
Carty Rentals • 2 bdrm apts & lust now available house for 2,3,4 or 6 students For Fall or
Summer. Alao rooms aval for melee Very near
campus
New Rates Available! Call

3530325
Furnished 2 bedroom house Furnished unities
except electric. Open for aummer and (all semoaters 319 E Evers Cal 669 3036
One 6 Two BR turn apts 9 A 12 mo and summer leases avail S 6 V Rentals 500 Lehman
(nexttobuaatation) 352-7454
Quiet. 1 story apts 1 6 2 bedroom available
Good rates CaH Mike at 353 7600
Reedy to settle down In quieter surroundings?
710 Seventh St 2 bedroom unfum heat & AC
pswd 352-3445

WANTED!
BOSU'a most qualified students as
ADVERTISING SALES
REPRESENTATIVES
tor The BG Haws
If you are a serf motivated,
reeutte-ortented person.
YOU have the potential to be one of
the highest paid atudenta on campus.
All majors are encouraged to apply.
Must have own car.
na 6 Job descriptions
• •1214 Weal Hall.
DEADLINE: April 12, 6 p.m.

Seniors and Grada
803-81 5 8th St
Only a few left for aummer a fall
2 bdrm . gas heat. AC. specious
9 T2 4 1 2 month leases
Laundry " Private Parking
JAY-MAR APTS.

354-6036
UNIVERSITY COURTS
1 A 2 Bdrm. Apts * 12 month leases
Cal 352-0164

DON'T DRINK
AND DRIV€!
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES. DUPLEXES. 8c APARTMENTS

Nearly 500 unitS with SUPER locations
i ■
5:15

by J.A. Holmgren

STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)
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